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# A 

This issue of Options contains only one feature article, 
but it concerns a subject of great importance. Migration, 
people's search for a place - any place -that offers 
a better life, is older than history. The study described 
in the next few pages makes no attempt to give a 
comprehensive view of the causes orthe consequences 
of migration. What it does show is how a relatively 
simple modeling exercise can give relevant and some- 
times surprising findings: it makes clear that the rate of 

integration of immigrants into society, rather than the number of imm$rants, " is in the long term the key fador determining the gmMh of identifiable 
immigrant groups. 

The principal content of this Options, as indicated on the cover, is 
IIASA's 1991 Annual Report. m e  repoft's format is the same as in previous 
years, with short summaries of research projects during the past year. 

One of the things that you will not find in it is reference to the many 
hours of discussion we had in 1991 about a reorganizatbn of internal 
structures. One ot the goals of the reorganization, which will take effect in 
stages through 1992, is to build on IIASA's special opportunity to form 
interdisciplinary and international research teams large enough to achieve 
a critical mass. Another goal is to break rigid program and pmject barriers 
and encourage more communication and collaboration among research 

Inadequate communication is not a problem for IIASA so mch as it is 
: a pmblem for modem science: academic and scholarly institutions tend to 

publicly endorse the idea of openness and interdisciplinarity, while in 
p r a d i i  often rewarding disciplinary narrowness, specialization, and 
compaftmentalizatiin. IlASA has fought this tendency, with some successes 

e failures, for nearly 20 years. We hope that our new organizational 
stnrdures will encourage more collaboratiin among IlASA scholars and, 
ultimately, help them produce more innovative research. We will report on 
this in the next annual report, a year fmm now. 

44b)s3Q-% 
peter E. de Jdnosi 

Director 
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in Western 
The following article summarizes a paper written 

by Wolfgang Lutz and Christopher Prinz for a conference 
(see photo page seven) on Mass Migration in Europe - 

Implications in East and West. 

T he rigorous analysis of migra- 
tion is full of uncertainties. The 

death of a politician or the passing 
of a new law in a specific political 
constellation can trigger the migra- 
tion of millions. The European ex- 
perience of the past five years is full 
of examples of unpredicted and 
massive fluctuations in migration. 
What can demographers, who are 
asked to make population projec- 
tions, do in the face of uncertainties 
that border on the chaotic? 

This study makes no attempt 
to predict future migration levels. 
Rather, it compares six hypothetical 
immigration scenarios (chalt); it is 
essentially a set of alternative if- 
then calculations. The aim is to 
determine which aspects of the 
population structure are sensitive to 
alternative immigration patterns and 
which would hardly be affected. 

The study also considers the 
rate of integration of immigrants into 
Western European society, and 
demonstrates that this is a critical 
factor in determining the long-term 
growth of non-native populations. 

Finally, by projecting the effects 
of diierent immigration levels on 
population age structures, it sheds 
light on the effect of immigration on 
social security schemes. Social 
security benefits for immigrants are 
an important and emotional point of 
controversy; too often the contribu- 
tion of immigrants to these systems 
goes unmentioned. 

The study uses multi-state pop- 
ulation projection models which 
simultaneously project specified 
sub-populations. The three groups 

specified within Western Europe 
(EC plus EFTA) are native West 
Europeans (97.5 percent in 1985), 
East Europeans (0.4 percent), and 
non-Europeans (2.1 percent). At 
each time and age, men or women 
from outside Western Europe enter 
the nowEuropean and East Europ- 
ean sub-populations (immigration) 
and move from these groups to the 
native sub-population (integration). 
Some selected results follow. 

Total population 

Only the no-immigration scenario 
results in a long-term decline in the 
total population of Western Europe 
(top graph). Scenarios 3, 4, 5, and 
6 all assume high immigration into 

Western Europe and result in a 
significant increase of the popula- 
tion to between 500 and 553 million 
by the year 2050. Continued im- 
migration around the present level 
(scenario 2), gives a more moder- 
ate increase to 419 million. 

Under all scenarios, except the 
extreme case of high immigration 
and no integration (scenario 4). 
annual growth rates decrease. Even 
under assumptions of high immigra- 
tion (scenario 3) the Western Euro- 
pean population starts to shrink by 
2050. This clearly demonstrates that 
in the long run the effect of low 
fertility will outweigh even strong 
immigration, if the immigrants adopt 
European sub-replacement fertility 
levels. 

W e r n  Eumpeans 
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Population composition 

Under all scenarios, except the no- 
immigration scenario, the proportion 
of non-Europeans in Western Eu- 
rope increases, though at different 
rates depending on levels of immi- 
gration and integration (middle 
graph). 

In the case of high immigration 
and no integration, together with a 
non-European fertility rate of 3.0, 
the proportion of non-Europeans 
rises by 2050 to one-third. This is 
the "horror scenario" frequently 
painted by some politicians and 
media, a society of two groups with 
little or no interaction. Comparison 
with other scenarios shows that this 
duality is attributable, not to high 
immigration levels, but rather to the 
lack of integration of immigrants into 
Western European society. 

In scenario 6, which assumes 
the same high rate of immigration 
but 10 percent annual integration, 
only 4.9 percent of Europe is "non- 
European" by 2050 - roughly 1 
person in 20. rather than 1 in 3. 
Scenario 2, which assumes a con- 
tinuation of present immigration 
levels together with 5 percent an- 
nual integration, resuils in only a 
small increase in the proportion of 
non-Europeans to 3.6 percent of the 
population by 2050. This scenario 
should be easily manageable by 
society. It also offers economic ad- 
vantages, as discussed in the fol- 
lowing section, compared with a 
no-immigration scenario. 

As for the Eastern European 
sub-population in Western Europe. 
our study suggests that their quan- 
titative impact will be insignificant. 
mainly because of their undoubted- 
ly higher integration rate and a 
lower total number of immigrants. 
In no scenario do they at any time 
comprise more than 1.6 percent of 
Western Europe's population. 

Age structure and social security 

The ratio of economically active 
people to pensioners is steadily de- 
clining in Western Europe and will 
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continue to do so for the next 30 to 
50 years as the baby boomers 
reach retirement age (see Future 
Demographic Trends in Europe and 
North America: What Can We As- 
sume Today?, 1991, edited by W. 
Lutz, published by Academic Press1 
IIASA). The percentage of pension- 
ers in the total population will at 
least double over the coming de- 
cades, creating a major economic 
and socio-political challenge. 

Because immigrants are usually 
young adults, they increase - at 
least in the short run - the propor- 
tion of economically active people. 
In the long run, immigrants too will 
age and draw retirement benefits. 

In the no-immigration scenario. 
the proportion of elderly people (age 
65 and above) of the total popula- 
tion increases from the current 14 
percent to 35 percent by 2050 (bot- 
tom graph). In ail other scenarios it 
is lower, ranging down to 26 percent 
in the high immigrationlno integra- 
tion scenario, the one that results in 
one-third non-Europeans by 2050. 
Two conclusions can be drawn from 
these findings: immigration to West- 
ern Europe would lower the propor- 
tion of the population above age 65, 
but, regardless, the proportion of the 
population above 65 is almost cer- 
tain to increase significantly. 

Immigrants not only contribute 
to economic production in the host 
country and pay taxes but, if legally 
employed, they also contribute di- 
rectlytothe pension funds. In effect, 
they pay the pensions of native resi- 
dents, because few non-natives are 
yet entitled to pensions. For every 
1,000 West Europeans currently 
aged 15 to 64. 37 are non-native; 
for every 1,000 aged 65 and above, 
only 4 are non-native - a9: l  ratio. 
This general pattern continues in 
every scenario other than the no- 
immigration scenario. meanirig that 
for the next 60 years non-native im- 
migrant groups are almost cettain to 
put significantly more into pension 
funds than they take out. 

The full paper is available as IlASA 
Working Paper wf-92-29. 
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Slovakian Environmental Third Exploratory Meeting for the 

Information System Common House Alternatives on 
Long-term Energy Strategies under 

XENVIS Environmental 
lnformation System 

~h~ slovak commission of the ,cnviron- 
ment of the CSFR and IIASA signed a 
oneyear agreement to begin workon an 
environmental informationsystem for the 
Slovak Republic. The aim is to design 
and implement a framework tor the in- 
legration of all available environmental 
data, pius new data such as 
derived landcover maps, into a coher- 
ent and easy-to-use system. The system 
will include a geographic information 
system, as well as analylical tools such 
as environmental simulation models or 
expert systems for impact assessment, 
(Contact: Kurt Fedra) 

The Netherlands Ministrv of Housina. I 

~ l o b a l  ~nvironmental -Concerns 
(CHALLENGE), Laxenburg, Austria, 
30-31 January. 
The subject of this meeting was to 
Present independentkebbrated resuns 
of national and regional greenhouse- 
gas reduction studies, and to establish 
a mmmon format for a fudher mund of 
scenarios which will COnStk~te the input 
for a globally comprehensive set of sc* 
nanOs in hanOnY the natanal 
results. The detailed work Program for 
CHALLENGE be guided by an 
inlernational steering mmmitlee which 
will include representatives of the spon- 
sors and of the proponents. Long-term 
funding for (he proiect is still being 

". 
Physical Planning, and Environment 
(VROM) has signed a one-year contract 
for funher development of tne XENVIS 
environmental information system by 
IIASA. Thecontract avers general pro- 
gram maintenance, new topological data 
aructures offering potential extensions 
to the map displays and handling pro- 
grams, and possible implementation of 
air pollution models, depending on data 
available, for each of the industrial snes 
in the data base. (Conlact: Kurt Fedra) 

Thames Groundwater 
Thames Water International Services 
Ltd. has signed a three-year agreement 
with IlASA to improve its capability to 
model surface and groundwater re- 
sources. (Contad: Kurt Fedra) 

Note 
A few copies of the December '91 
issue of Opfions were misprinted on 
the inside mver and on the first and 
Isst pages. Our printer informs us that 
they were part of an early press run 
and that few, if any, were mailed out. 
If you received a bad mpy, please tel 
us, and we will send you a new one. 
We apologize for any inconvenience. 

s o u g ~  The next meeting has tentative& 
been set for November 1992 at IIASA. 
(Contact: Leo Schranenhoker) 

EnergylEcologylClimate Modeling 
and Projections, Laxenburg, Austria, 
28-29 January. 
More than 50 pariicipants attended this 
workshop to review the work of IIASA's 
Global Energy and Climate Change 
Project. The workshop included discus- 
sions of the background needed for 
global energyfemlogy/climate modeling; 
analysis of the numerical results of 
energylclimate projections; and a dis- 
cussion of new tools and approaches tor 
energyfclimate projection and policy 
anaksis. (Contact: lour! Siniak) 

Mass Migration in Europe - Impli- 
cations in East and West, Vlenna, 
5-7 March. 
This mnference was jointly organized 
by IlASA with the Institute for Advanced 
Studies, Vienna, and the lnstkute for 
Futures Studies, Stodcholm; see photo. 
(Contact: Sture &erg) 

Forthcoming Conferences 

IlASA will sponsor or cosponsor the 
following conferences in 1992: 

May 5-6: Transboundary Risk Issues, 
Laxenburg, Austria. (Contad: Joanne 
Linnerwth-Bayer or Yuri Ernwliev) 
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May 12-13: IlASA '92: An International I 
Conference on the Challenges to 
Systems Analysis in the Nineties and 
Beyond, Laxenburg, Austria. (Contact: 
Claudia Heilig-Staindl) 

June 22-24: Advances in Decision 
Support Systems, Laxenburg, Austria. 
(Contact: Marek Makowsk~) 

June 24-26: Support Systems for 
Decision and Negotiation Processes, 
Warsaw. Poland. (Contact: Zbigniew 
Nahorski, DNS '92, Systems Research 
Institute, Polish Academy of Sciences, 
Newelska 6, PL-01 447 Warsaw) 

June 25-26: Workshop for Negotiation 
Trainers, Laxenburg, Austria. (Contact: 
Bertram Spector) 

July 1: Power Assymetry and lnterna- 
tional Negotiation, Laxenburg, Austria. 
(Contact: Beriram Spectoo 

July 5-91 Modeling Techniques for The first major conference on Mas. ...., ration in EL. ., . , . .  1 s t  
Uncertain Systems, Sopron, Hungary. and West attracted 260 people from various scientific disciplines, mass media, the 
(Contact: IstvAn V;IIy) arts, and government, including government ministers from Austria and the Nether- 

lands. Nearly 80 papers were presented covering economic, political, cultural, and 
28-30: Cost Impacts and historical aspects of East-West migration, micro- and macroeconomic theories of 

Possible Benefits of CO, Maigation, migration, andsocio-geographic approaches. The papers will form the basis of three 
Laxenburg, Austria. (Contact: NebojSa books and conference proceedings. A follow-up conference on migration to Europe, 
Naki6enoviC) to include South-No& migration and other factors, has been proposed for 1994. 

In Memoriam 

Dianne Gail Goodwin (Canada), a 
researcher with IIASA's Environment 
Program and Biosphere Project from 
1982 to 19E4, and with the Population 
Program in 1985, died on January 30, 
1992 in Minneapolis, Minnesota, USA. 

Appointments 

Janusz Cofala (Poland), from the Insti- 
tute of Fundamental Technalogical 
Research of the Polish M e m y  of 
Qiences in Wanaw, has joined the 
Regional Air Pollution Project. 

Maddumage D.U.P. Kularathna (Sri 
Lanka), from the Department of Hydrol- 
ogy, MI Physics, and Hydraulics of 
Wageningen Agricultural University, 
Netherlands, has pined the Water 
Resources Project. 

Kazimierz Salewlcz (Poland), an liASA 
alumnus mosl recentv with the Sfrobl 
Gruppe in Vienna, has joined the Water 
Resources Projed on a part-time basis. 

0111 Antero Varis (Finland), from the 
Laboratory of Hydrology and Water 
Resources Management at Helsinki 
Universilv of Technohv. has ioined the - . ~ ~ .  ~' ~. . . ~ . . ~ . - . . w , , .  ~~~- ,. 
Water Resources Project 

Alumni Appointments 

Petr Aven, on leave from IIASA's 
Economic Transition and Integration 
Project, has been appointed Minister of 
Foreign Economic Relations for the 
Russian Federation. 

Muhammad Jameal (Pakktan), a 
sohdar with IIASA's Energy Systems 
Program in 1980 and 1981, has been 
appointed Director of Research and 
Planning for the Pakistan Atomic 
Energy Commission in Islamabad. 

A wards 
Mudaham T. Zen (Indones~aj, a mem- 
ber of iIASA's Energy Program in 1975, 
has been made an dficerof the French 
LBgion d'honneur. 

The foflowrng reports are avalable from 
Robert Molnnes, IiASA Publications 
Deparlmenf, for the amolrnrs ind~cated. 

The Lack of ConsistPncy tor Statis- 
tical Decision Procedures, D.E. 
Haunsperger, D.B. Saari. Reprinted 
from The Amenkan Statistidan (1991). 
45(433: 252+55. RR-92-1. US $10. 

Trying to Help the Environment - 
More on the West Ukraine Caw. C. 
Marchetti. Reprinted from hternational 
Journal of Hydmgen Energy (1991), 
16(8):5M75. RR-92-2. US $1 0. 
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IIASA's ROLE 
The International Institute for 
Applied Systems Analysis is an inter- 
national, nongovernmental research 
institution sponsored by scientific 
organizations from 15 countries. 
IIASA's objective is to bring together 
scientistsfrom variouscountriesand 
disciplines to conduct research in 
a setting that is non-political and 
scientifically rigorous. It aims to pro- 
vide policy-oriented research results 
that deal with issues transcending 
national boundaries. Resident 
scientists at IlASA coordinate re- 
search projects, working in collabo- 
ration with worldwide networks of 
researchers, policymakers, and re- 
search organizations. 

TRADE I 

RESEARCH 
Recent projects include studies on 
global climate change, computer 
modelling of global vegetation, 
heavy metal pollution, acid rain, 
forest decline, economic transitions 
from central planning to open mar- 
kets, the social and economic im- 
plications of population change, 

Sulfur Deposition in Europe 

processes of international negotia- 
tions, and the theory and methods of 
systems analysis. IlASA applies the 
tools and techniques of systems 
analysis to these and other issues of 
global importance. 

Global Meao Temperalure 

MEMBERSHIP 
IlASA was founded in 1972 on the 
initiative of the USA and the USSR. 
and now also includes eleven Euro- 
pean countries, Canada, and Japan. 
NASA has member organizations in 
the following countries: Austria. Bul- 
garia, Canada, the Czech and Slovak 
Federal Republic, Finland, France, 
Germany, Hungary, Italy, Japan, the 
Netherlands, Poland, the Russian 
Federation. Sweden, and the United 
States of America. 

FURTHER INFORMATION 
Further information about IlASA and 
its work is available from: The Office 
of Communications, International 
Institute for Applied Systems Analy- 
sis, A-2361 Laxenburg, Austria, Tele- 
phone (02236) 71 521-0. 




